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M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N

Share our guide for New and Expecting Parents
and Caregivers with your clients
Follow our Instagram and facebook accounts
Check out our other fact sheets, available on the
website

Visit the Level Playground website for more practical
ideas and tips on how to raise children free from
gender stereotypes, or get in touch with us via email

Make a conscious effort to talk about their baby in
ways that recognises their individuality, not their
gender and their looks.
Changing pronouns: rhymes, stories and songs are
a great way of building their babies language skills,
but can often promote gender stereotypes.
Respond to people who have strong opinions on
their babies appearance, behaviour or interests by
providing them with simple statements to respond
to stereotypical comments i.e. “let them be”,
“colours are for everyone”, "activities are for
everyone". 

Words and language we use with children carry
important messages about gender and respectful
relationships. These messages can limit how children
see themselves and engage with others. Here are
some great tips to challenge common stereotypes that
arise during or after having a baby. Encourage parents
and caregivers to:

Each one of us holds unconscious beliefs and biases
about gender. Being aware of our own biases, how
these might have been formed and how they influence
our behaviour is an important step to challenging
gender stereotypes. We encourage you to reflect on
your biases and consider ways you can consciously
challenge them.A good place to start is asking yourself
what are some of my own biases, values and belief
systems in relation to gender?
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W O R D S  A N D  L A N G U A G E

G E N D E R  D I S A P P O I N T M E N T

Acknowledge their disappointment
Gently question why they feel that way 
Try and delve into the reasons why they wanted
the preferred gender, in most cases the reasons
are based on stereotypes. For e.g. they may have
wanted a boy to kick the footy or go fishing with
and may have wanted a girl to dress up in cute
outfits. 
Reassure them that those things can be done with
all children, no matter their gender. 

Some parents and caregivers may experience gender
disappointment, often rooted in their own unconscious
gender biases and expectations.  If someone
expresses their disappointment with their child's
gender, it's important to;

We understand the importance of supporting children
who sit outside of the gender binary of male and
female. For more resources and information around
supporting gender diverse children, visit Parents of
Gender Diverse Children at www.pgdc.org.au

G E N D E R  I N C L U S I V E  P R A C T I C E

By around age two, children become aware of gender stereotypes. Hearing and seeing messages about what they
‘should’ play with and how they 'should' act can begin to change their behaviours and interests. Evidence suggests
that this awareness of gender and expectation actually starts much younger than two. From the moment someone
finds out the sex of their baby, this rigid idea of gender can influence the clothing and toys that's purchased and the
language and interactions we have with children. Here are some important things to consider when working with
children and their families.


